Axonal Dynactin p150\textsuperscript{Glued} Transports Caspase-8 to Drive Retrograde Olfactory Receptor Neuron Apoptosis
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Olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) undergo caspase-mediated retrograde apoptosis after target removal (bulbectomy), in which axonal caspase-9 and caspase-3 activation leads to terminal apoptosis in ORN soma of the olfactory epithelium. Here, we show that caspase-8 can act as an initiator of ORN apoptosis after bulbectomy and also after synaptic instability is induced by NMDA-mediated excitotoxic death of ORN target neurons in the olfactory bulb. Caspase-8 and caspase-3 are sequentially activated within ORN presynaptic terminals, and caspase-8 complexes with dynactin p150\textsuperscript{Glued}, (a retrograde motor protein) and is transported retrogradely, preceding axonal caspase-3 activation and apoptosis of ORN cell bodies. Focal in vivo inhibition of initiator caspase activation or microtubule-dependent transport (with Taxol) at the lesioned axon terminus results in a significant reduction in retrograde axonal caspase-8 and caspase-3 activation and inhibition of retrograde ORN death. Caspase-8 activation and retrograde transport after NMDA lesion is similarly reduced in mice null for p75, the low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor. The retrograde apoptosis of ORNs thus involves a novel mechanism that used p75 in the local activation of caspase-8. Once caspase-8 is maximally activated in the presynaptic terminal, it is transported retrogradely by the motor complex dynactin/dynein, a process that can be inhibited focally to inhibit ORN apoptosis after acute axonal lesion. These data have revealed a novel mechanism of retrograde apoptosis, in which caspase-8 complexes directly with axonal dynactin p150\textsuperscript{Glued} to reveal a differential vulnerability of subpopulations of ORNs to undergo apoptosis after axonal damage and the loss of olfactory bulb target neurons.
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Introduction

Neuronal apoptosis is the primary mechanism of neuronal loss in neurodegenerative disease, ischemia, or trauma (Rink et al., 1995; Choi, 1996; Stefanis et al., 1997) (for review, see Oppenheim, 1991; Yuan et al., 2003). Developmental neuronal apoptosis, necessary for sculpting the nervous system, is thought to result from a “survival of the fittest” mechanism, whereby excess immature neurons compete for limiting neurotrophic factors (Burek and Oppenheim, 1999; Earnshaw et al., 1999; Roth and D’Sa, 2001; Salvesen, 2002), which can subsequently stimulate retrograde prosurvival signaling (for review, see Miller and Kaplan, 2001). Such prosurvival signaling must dominate over the local activation of caspases, a family of intracellular cysteine proteases (Earnshaw and Kaufmann, 1999; Salvesen, 2002), which drive neuronal apoptosis. The initiator caspase-9 and the effector caspase-3 are essential for developmental neuronal apoptosis (Hakem et al., 1998; Kuida et al., 1998) and are also implicated in trauma-induced secondary neuronal and glial apoptosis. The manner in which caspases can transmit apoptotic signals in vivo after axonal damage has yet to be established (Endres et al., 1998; Clark et al., 1999; Springer et al., 1999; Le et al., 2002).

Apoptosis of adult olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) depends on the retrograde activation of caspase-3 and caspase-9, the proenzymes of which are distributed throughout their axons to the synaptic terminals (Cowan et al., 2001). Caspase-3 and caspase-9 proenzymes first appear in ORN axons during early embryonic axogenesis, when the local environment is trophic factor rich (Cowan and Roskams, 2004). Localized activation of caspase-3 in ORN synaptic terminals is not detected, however, until the first two postnatal weeks, the peak of ORN synaptic remodeling, and when bulb neurons undergo apoptosis based on changes in afferent input (Fiske and Brunjes, 2001a; Yan et al., 2001). Collectively, this suggests a role for synaptic caspase activation in synaptic stability in addition to target-driven activity-dependent apoptosis. Changes in afferent activity (too much or too little) could therefore enable trans-synaptic signaling from bulbar targets to stimulate ORN remodeling (apoptosis, followed by neurogenesis) and subsequent compensatory local changes in interneuron circuitry that occur in the olfactory bulb (OB) throughout maturity (Cummings et al., 1997; Rochefort et al., 2002; Carleton et al., 2003).

Before this mechanism can be tested, upstream signals that
drive caspase-3 and caspase-9 activation at the synapse must first be identified and their role in initiating retrograde apoptosis in different ORN subpopulations delineated. Although bullectomy-induced neurodegeneration is partially modulated by Bcl-2 and Bax (Jourdan et al., 1998; Conley et al., 2003), caspase-3 could also be activated by an extrinsic death receptor pathway in ORN presynaptic terminals (Budihardjo et al., 1999; Fumara and Guidotti, 2004; Thorburn, 2004). To examine the extrinsic contribution to the initiation of ORN retrograde apoptosis, we used a novel lesion to remove ORN target neurons in the olfactory bulb by NMDA-induced excitotoxicity, leaving ORN presynaptic terminals intact. Here, we identify caspase-8 as an initiator of ORN apoptosis and the low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor (INGFR) p75 as a potential upstream death receptor in this mechanism. In addition, we show that the same retrograde motor system that signals survival (Eaton et al., 2002; LaMonte et al., 2002; Puls et al., 2003) can carry activated apical caspases and propagate retrograde neuronal cell death in response to both deafferentation and target deprivation.

Materials and Methods

Lesions

Bullectomies. Unilateral olfactory bulbectomies were performed on adult CD-1 mice as described previously (Roskams et al., 1996). Complete removal of the olfactory bulb was confirmed after the animal was killed. Animals were killed 0, 12, 24, or 36 h after surgery.

NMDA microinjections. Three-month-old mice were anesthetized with Xylaxet (25% ketamine HCl (Bimeda-MTC Animal Health, Cambridge, Ontario, Canada), 2.5% xylazine (Bayer, Toronto, Ontario, Canada), 15% ethanol, and 0.55% NaCl). The mouse was fixed to a stereotaxic frame, and a hole was drilled into the skull above 5.1 mm anterior, 1.0 mm lateral to the midline, from bregma. NMDA (40 μM) was injected directly perpendicular to the plane of the skull, to 1.5 mm depth in a volume of 0.5 μl over 10 min. Sham animals were injected with the same volume of carrier (0.1 M PBS). Animals were injected 1 or 4 d after surgery.

Inhibitor/Taxol treatment. Immediately after bullectomy, the bulb cavity was filled with gelfoam and 2 μl of either 50 μM initiator caspase inhibitor L-826920 (Merck Frost, Dorval, Quebec, Canada) or 10 μM Taxol (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was injected into the gelfoam. Animals were sutured and allowed to recover for 24–48 h (n = 4–6 per time point). Retrograde transport was detected by addition of 3–4 μl of 5% Fast Blue (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in DMSO to the anterior edge of the lesion site at the end of surgery.

Bromodeoxyuridine labeling. To assess both short-term incorporation (24 h) and long-term retention (14 d), wild-type (wt) C57BL/6 and p75−/− mice (exon III mutants; strain Nghtmrae; The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) (Lee et al., 1992) (n = 4 per time point per genotype) were given three injections of bromodeoxyuridine (BrDU) (50 mg/kg, i.p.; Sigma), administered at 2 h intervals, and killed at 24 h and 14 d after BrDU.

Tissue preparation

Immunohistochemistry or terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated biotinylated UTP nick end labeling. Mice (n = 3–5 per time point or treatment group) were anesthetized with Xylaxet and perfused with PBS, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), and brains, olfactory bulbs, and olfactory epithelia (OEs) were dissected out and postfixed in 4% PFA (Cowen et al., 2001). Tissues were equilibrated in 10 and 30% sucrose, embedded in TissueTek (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA), and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Ten to 16 μm numbered coronal or transverse sections were prepared on an HM 500 cryostat (Microm Instruments, San Marcos, CA) and stored at −20°C. For protein preparation, mice were decapitated after anesthesia, and their olfactory tissue was dissected out without perfusion, snap frozen on dry ice, and homogenized in ice-cold modified radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer containing the following: 50 mm Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mm NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40), 0.5% deoxycholic acid, 0.1% SDS, 1 μg/ml aprotinin, 1 μg/ml leupeptin, and 100 μg/ml PMSF. Tissue from four to six animals was pooled for each time point or treatment group. At least two sets of experimental groups were prepared for analysis. Homogenates were stored at −80°C.

Antibodies

For immunoprecipitation (IP) and Western blotting, mouse monoclonal anti-dynactin p150Glu4 (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lake, NJ), mouse anti-dyn-enein, cytoplasmic (74 kDa intermediate chains) monoclonal antibody (mAb) (Chemicon, Temecula, CA), and anti-Flag mAb (Sigma) were used. Mouse monoclonal antibodies against dynactin p150Glu4 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, and dynactin p150Glu4 (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lake, NJ), mAb 150.1 and dynactin p150Glu4 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, and mAb 150.8 were kindly provided by Dr. T. Schroer (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD) and were described previously (Steuer et al., 1990; Gaglio et al., 1996). Caspase-8 antibody used for Western blot analysis was a rabbit polyclonal antibody against human caspase-8 large subunit, (R&D Systems). For immunohistochemistry, cleaved caspase-8 was recognized with affinity-pure rabbit polyclonal antibody against caspase-8 neoepitope [KLH-(C)GIPVETD] (MF-E0022804K) (used at 1:1000), and active caspase-3 was detected with a rabbit polyclonal antibody (67341A; used at 1:500; PharMingen, San Diego, CA), Goat polyclonal antibody to olfactory marker protein (OMP) (used at 1:5000) was a gift from F. L. Margolis (University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD), and neuron-specific class III β-tubulin (NST) monoclonal antibody (used at 1:500; BabCo, Richmond, CA), mouse monoclonal antibodies to neuronal-specific nuclear protein (NeuN) (1:100), growth-associated protein 43 (GAP43) (1:1250), and synaptophysin (1:50) as well as p75-specific rabbit polyclonal antibody (1:1000) were all obtained from Chemicon.

Bioinformatics

We blasted the pseudo-death effector domain (pDED) sequence from Huntington interacting protein in the olfactory bulb (HIPPI) using National Center for Biotechnology Information nucleotide-nucleotide Basic Local Alignment Sequence Tool (BLAST) (blastn) and–protein–protein BLAST (blastp) using a number of different search criteria and obtained a number of hits that were then tested for proteins implicated in axonal transport with the highest identity to HIPPI. Additional motifs were analyzed using a combination of Swissprot databases.

DNA constructs

Expression constructs for dynactin p150Glu4, CC1 (amino acids 217–548), and CC2 (amino acids 926–1049) were kindly provided by Dr. T. Schroer (Johns Hopkins University) and were described by Quintyne et al. (1999). Expression constructs for Tag-flagged procaspase-8 and Flag-tagged caspase-8 deletions were described previously (Gervais et al., 2002).

Transfections and immunoprecipitations

Human embryonic kidney 293T (HEK293T) cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Transient transfections were performed using Lipofectamine Plus reagent (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA). HEK293T cells were transfected with the catalytically inactive Flag-tagged procaspase-8 C-A, Flag-tagged caspase-8 deletion constructs, Dynactin p150Glu4 CC1 (amino acids 217–548), or CC2 (amino acids 926–1049). At 40 h after transfection, HEK293T cells were washed in PBS, harvested, and lysed on ice for 30 min in buffer B150 (20 mm Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mm KCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mm MgCl2, 0.1% NP-40, and protease inhibitors). Supernatants were incubated for 2 h with M2 agarose beads for 4°C followed by three washes of the beads with lysis buffer. Immunoprecipitates were eluted from the beads using Flag peptides (Sigma) and were processed for Western blot analysis using anti-dynactin p150Glu4 antibodies or anti-Flag antibodies. For the co-IP of dynactin p150Glu4 and caspase-8 from tissue extracts of the olfactory bulb and epithelium, tissues were pooled from three to five CD1 adult mice and were homogenized in RIPA buffer. For IP, 400 μg extracts were incubated with 4 μg of anti-dynactin p150Glu4 antibodies for 2 h at 4°C followed by the addition of 30 μl of pre-obiligated protein-G Sepharose beads for 18 h at 4°C. The beads were then washed as above, and the immunoprecipitates were eluted in 2× SDS-PAGE sample buffer and
processed for Western blot analysis with anti-caspase-8 MF438 rabbit polyclonal antibodies or with anti-dynactin p150GluGed antibodies. For the co-IP of dynactin p150GluGed and procaspase-8 using in vitro translated proteins, dynactin p150GluGed and procaspase-8 were transcribed and translated in vitro using TNT-coupled reticulocyte lysates (Promega, Madison, WI). Dynactin p150GluGed was immunoprecipitated with anti-dynactin p150GluGed antibodies on protein-G beads as above, and the co-IP of 35S-labeled procaspase-8 was detected by autoradiography.

Immunoblotting
Aliquots of tissue homogenates (25 μg of protein) were subjected to SDS-PAGE and transferred to Immobilon membrane (Millipore, Bedford, MA). Equal loading of lanes was confirmed by Ponceau S staining. Membranes were blocked for 1 h at room temperature with 5% nonfat milk in Tris-buffered saline (TBS), incubated for 12–20 h at 4°C in primary antibody in 2% milk/TBS, washed three times for 5 min each in 0.1% Tween 20 in TBS, and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in peroxidase-coupled goat anti-rabbit IgG (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) diluted in 2% milk/TBS. Signals were detected with chemiluminescence reagents (Pierce, Rockford, IL).

Immunohistochemistry and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated biotinylated UTP nick end labeling
Sections were rehydrated in PBS and then permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 (Pierce) for 30 min, blocked with 4% normal serum, incubated at 4°C for 12–20 h with primary antibody, and rinsed twice in PBS plus 0.2% Tween 20. For immunohistochemistry, sections were incubated for 1 h at room temperature in biotin-conjugated polyclonal goat anti-rabbit antibody, and binding was visualized with the Vectastain ABC peroxidase and VIP chromogen kits (all from Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). For double immunofluorescence, sections were incubated sequentially with Alexa 488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit and either Alexa 594-conjugated donkey anti-goat or donkey anti-mouse polyclonal antibodies (all from Molecular Probes) for 1 h at room temperature each and then counterstained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole and mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated biotinylated UTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) was performed using both the TACS TdT Blue Label kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) in accordance with the instructions of the manufacturer and as described previously (Cowan et al., 2001).

Quantitation of active caspase-8, TUNEL, and BrdU
Caspase-8 neoepitope-positive cells present in the OE were quantified in blinded samples as the number of positive cells per 200 μm OE in three sample areas (see Fig. 1 F). For knock-out mouse analysis, comparative active caspase-8 immunoreactivity in the glomerular layer of the bulb was quantified after confocal image capture from matched areas [glomerular and inner nerve fiber layer (NFL) combined] of lesioned and unlesioned olfactory bulb sections. Sections at three different caudorostral levels of the olfactory bulb from four lesioned mice of each genotype were examined and directly compared with the exact same area on the unlesioned contralateral side of the same mouse. Pseudoconflugal (stacked) images were captured from blinded samples using fixed settings for all sections and analyzed with NIH Image J, and the comparative (lesioned–unlesioned) results within each mouse were normalized to an area of 100,000 pixels.

Cell death in the OE was assessed in blinded samples at sample area 2 (see Fig. 1 F) as the number of TUNEL-positive neurons per 200 μm OE. BrdU-positive cells were assessed in blinded samples at all three sample areas (see Fig. 1 F) over an extended distance (total, 6.5–8.5 mm/animal) and quantified as number per millimeter of OE. Cell counts and image intensities were tabulated and analyzed statistically for mean ± SEM, Student’s t test, and one-way ANOVA using Microsoft (Seattle, WA) Excel.

Image capture
All images were visualized with an Axioplan 2 Imaging microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) using a Retiga 1350EX camera (Quantitative Imaging Corporation, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada) with Northern Eclipse software (Empix Imaging, Mississauga, ON) and were compiled using Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). Confocal microscopy was performed using a Zeiss Axiovert S100 TV microscope fitted with Bio-Rad Radiance Plus confocal hardware and LaserSharp software running on a Dell Pentium II personal computer (Dell Computer Company, Round Rock, TX). Confocal Z-series were processed using NIH Image J software and imported into Adobe Photoshop 6/7 (Adobe Systems) for colorization and determination of signal colocalization.

Results
Caspase-8 is activated at the onset of ORN retrograde apoptosis
Caspase-9 and caspase-3 are activated retrogradely in ORNs in response to bullectomy (Cowan et al., 2001); however, what initiates and propagates this proapoptotic caspase signaling is not known. We assayed for expression of a number of caspase-3 activators and detected procaspase-8 in both the developing and adult OE (data not shown), suggesting that it could act as an initiator caspase and activator of caspase-3. We then generated caspase-8 neoepitope antibodies that specifically recognize the auto-cleaved form of caspase-8 as a tool to immunohistochemically track axonal caspase-8 activation after bullectomy, the same lesion used to demonstrate retrograde axonal activation of caspase-3 and caspase-9. The caspase-8 neoepitope was detected as early as 12 h after bullectomy in a few ORN axons and cell bodies situated close to the olfactory bulb (Fig. 1 J). At 16 h after bullectomy (before we previously detected caspase-3 activation), we detected activated caspase-8 in ORN axons and cell bodies closest to the bulb cavity (Fig. 1 A) but significantly lower levels further away (Fig. 1 B). By 24 h, identical areas of the OE demonstrated much more widespread activation of caspase-8 both close to and more distant from (Figs. 1 C–D) the bulb. This pattern was also reflected in transverse OE at 24 h (Fig. 1 E). To measure spatial retrograde activation of caspase-8 at different distances from the lesioned target, we assayed the number of caspase-8 neoepitope-positive cell bodies per millimeter on coronal sections along three individual turbinates (pinpointed on Fig. 1 F), sampling at three 320 μm caudorostral intervals from the cribiform plate 24 h after lesion. To test for temporal activation, we also assayed a single turbinate (Fig. 1 F, sample area 1) at the same middle (Fig. 1 F, M) distance from the olfactory bulb cavity and at three different time points (12, 24, and 36 h) after bullectomy (Fig. 1 G–I). Activated caspase-8 detection peaked at 12–24 h after bullectomy (Fig. 1 J) and, by 24 h, had accumulated in all turbinates at sites closest to the olfactory bulb cavity (Fig. 1 G), reflecting the pattern seen in transverse sections of OE (Fig. 1 E). These data demonstrated a caudorostral sequence of caspase-8 activation but did not relate this to the activation of executioner caspases. We then examined successive adjacent sections to test the relationship between the activation of caspase-8 and activation of caspase-3 (both polyclonal neoepitope antibodies). The detection of caspase-8 neoepitope was greater than that of caspase-3 neoepitope at both 12 h (Fig. 2 A, C) and 24 h (Fig. 2 B, D) after bullectomy in some of the same (and some adjacent) ORN populations (active C3/active C8 overlap) (Fig. 2 E, F). ORN cell body processing of caspase-8, however, was not restricted to the OMP-positive mature ORN population (the major ORN population that undergoes apoptosis after bullectomy) (Fig. 2 G) but was also found in GAP43-positive immature ORNs (Fig. 2 H). At 24 h after bullectomy, OMP-positive neurons represented 49% of the detectable activated caspase-8 signal, whereas 40% of active caspase-8 was consistently detected in GAP 43-positive immature ORNs.
ORN target neurons in the olfactory bulb die after excitotoxic lesion

A number of studies have highlighted the inter-relationship between afferent ORN stimulation, olfactory learning, and the regulation of apoptosis and neurogenesis in both the OE and the OB (Cummings et al., 1997; Rochefort et al., 2002; Carleton et al., 2003). Despite its usefulness in stimulating widespread ORN degeneration and subsequent regeneration, the olfactory bulbectomy is not just a target deprivation but also an axotomy and, therefore, has limited usefulness in examining the initiation of synaptic apoptosis. To investigate whether postsynaptic target neurons in the olfactory bulb may directly regulate ORN survival signaling at the glomerular synapse of mature ORNs, we took advantage of the fact that ORNs use an NMDA receptor-containing synapse. The ORN postsynaptic targets (mitral and tufted cells) contain combinations of both NMDA and metabotropic glutamate receptors (Ennis et al., 1998; Montague and Greer, 1999; Salin et al., 2001) and are therefore susceptible to undergo excitotoxic cell death at high levels of stimulation. We first used immunocytochemistry and reverse transcription-PCR for the NRI subunit of the NMDA receptor to rule out expression of NMDA receptors on ORNs themselves (data not shown). When NMDA was infused unilaterally into the olfactory bulb, TUNEL detection of apoptotic nuclei indicated that, as early as 24 h after NMDA administration, many mitral and tufted cells in the lesioned olfactory bulb had been stimulated to undergo apoptosis (Fig. 3A, B). NeuN staining revealed that neuronal populations within the unlesioned olfactory bulb maintained their concentric layered structure, whereas neuronal layering was disrupted by NMDA infusion already at 24 h (Fig. 3E, F). By 4 d after lesion, TUNEL positivity appeared restricted primarily to the granule and periglomerular cell layers, and NeuN immunohistochemistry revealed that many different olfactory bulb neurons had been lost by this time (Fig. 3G, H). Holes were apparent where mitral cell bodies had died (Fig. 3D, H), and sampling every eighth section through the olfactory bulb revealed that 89–95% of mitral cells were lost by 4 d after NMDA lesion, with the lower percentages at the most rostral and caudal tips of the bulb. Twenty-four hours after NMDA treatment, there was no corresponding increase in TUNEL-positive ORNs in the OE projecting to the NMDA-lesioned bulb (Fig. 3I, J). However, at 4 d, there were...
TUNEL-positive cells in the more superficial and mature layers of the OE of septal and endoturbinates, resulting in a 22–38% increase in the number of TUNEL-positive ORNs in restricted focal areas of the OE compared with matched regions on contralateral, unlesioned OE (Fig. 3 K, L). These data suggest that a subpopulation of ORNs undergoes delayed apoptosis after loss of their postsynaptic target in a similar time window (48–72 h after target death) to that reported after bulbectomy (Michel et al., 1997; Cowan et al., 2001), but that most mature ORNs were in fact mostly resistant to the loss of target-derived trophic support.

The stress-induced form of caspase-8 is upregulated and synaptically activated when ORN target neurons are lost

To assess caspase-8 proenzyme expression and activation during the initiation of ORN synaptic apoptosis, protein extracts from unlesioned and NMDA-treated mouse OE and OB were examined by immunoblotting using rabbit polyclonal antibodies (MF438) directed against the large catalytic subunit (p17) of human caspase-8 (Fig. 4A). During the first 24 h after NMDA lesion, increased expression of the long stress-induced proform of caspase-8 was observed on the lesioned side but not on the contralateral side (Fig. 4B, arrow), coupled with proteolytic cleavage of caspase-8 and corresponding activation of caspase-3 only in lesioned tissue (Fig. 4B, arrowheads). Active caspase-8 was first detected in the glomeruli (containing ORN termini) and NFL (containing ORN axons) of the NMDA-treated olfactory bulb but was absent from glomeruli of the unlesioned bulb (Fig. 4C, D). In adjacent sections of olfactory bulb, caspase-3 was activated in glomeruli and the NFL in a similar manner to caspase-8 (Fig. 4F, G). It is also important to note that other neuronal layers of the OB did not appear to activate caspase-3 and caspase-8 during NMDA-induced excitotoxic cell death (at least not at the levels detected by the neoepitope). However, we have detected apoptosis inducing factor nuclear translocation in subsets of periglomerular neurons after NMDA treatment, suggesting that alternative death pathways may be used in some OB interneurons targeted for replacement (data not shown). By 4 d after NMDA treatment, many ORN axons still remained in the NFL, and a persistent activation of both caspase-3 and caspase-8 was detected in the glomerular layer of only the NMDA-treated OB (Fig. 4E, H).

Caspase-8 interacts with the p150Glued subunit of dynactin

Collectively, the preceding results suggested that caspase-8 activation may catalyze an initiating apoptotic event that occurs first at the ORN synapse and leads to the stimulation of a retrograde apoptotic program in the ORNs. In an effort to identify synaptic and axonal proteins that could interact with caspase-8 and potentially integrate the balance between synaptic remodeling and retrograde apoptotic signaling, we used a combination of bioinformatic approaches to identify neuronal proteins with structural similarity to the DED of caspase-8. For an initial bioinformatics approach, we searched for proteins with sequence and structural similarities to the pDED of the protein HIPPI, a known interactor with caspase-8 (Gervais et al., 2002). We then searched through candidates for proteins that may be implicated in axonal transport. The p150Glued subunit of Dynactin came back as a lead candidate containing two potential DED domains. The DED of p150Glued lies in its first coiled coil domain (amino acids 217–548) and is most highly similar to the pDED of HIPPI (Gervais et al., 2002) (Fig. 5A). Because DEDs represent homotypic interaction modules, and because HIPPI was shown previously to interact with caspase-8 through its pDED (Gervais et al., 2002), the presence of a pDED in CCI prompted us to determine a direct biochemical interaction between caspase-8 and dynactin p150Glued.

The p150Glued subunit of dynactin is a required activator of neuronal retrograde transport, is expressed in multiple neurons, including ORNs (Melloni et al., 1995; Tokito et al., 1996; Waterman-Storer et al., 1997; Shah et al., 2000), and has been implicated in developmental axonal guidance and retrograde signaling (Dillman et al., 1996; McCabe et al., 2003). Genetic disruption of the retrograde motor complex dynemin/dynactin resulted in motor neuron degeneration, presumably because of interruption of retrograde survival signals on which these cells depend (LaMonte et al., 2002; Puls et al., 2003). No direct mechanistic link has yet been made between dynactin and the cellular apoptotic machinery. To do this, we first performed coimmunoprecipitation experiments using whole-cell extracts from HEK293T cells transfected with a flag-tagged catalytically inac-
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tive caspase-8 (mutated C-A), or in vitro translated 35S-labeled procaspase-8 and “cold” in vitro translated dynactin p150Glued. Immunoprecipitation of flag-tagged caspase-8 (C-A) coimmunoprecipitated endogenous dynactin p150Glued from HEK293T extracts (Fig. 5B, left). Similarly, doing the reverse IP with in vitro translated proteins showed that immunoprecipitation of cold in vitro translated dynactin p150Glued coimmunoprecipitated in vitro translated 35S-labeled procaspase-8 (Fig. 5C). Overexpression of the CC1 but not the CC2 domain interfered with the caspase-8–endogenous dynactin p150Glued interaction (Fig. 5B, right), suggesting that within dynactin p150Glued, CC1 contains the binding site for caspase-8. To further support this, we immunoprecipitated mutated flag-tagged caspase-8 (Cys-Asp mutation in active site) and showed, using specific antibodies directed against either CC1 or CC2, that caspase-8 interacted with CC1 but not CC2 when overexpressed independently (Fig. 5D). We next mapped the domains in caspase-8 that mediate its interaction in active site and showed, using specific antibodies directed against either CC1 or CC2, that caspase-8 interacted with CC1 but not CC2 when overexpressed independently (Fig. 5D). We next mapped the domains in caspase-8 that mediate its interaction in active site and showed, using specific antibodies directed against either CC1 or CC2, that caspase-8 interacted with CC1 but not CC2 when overexpressed independently (Fig. 5D). We next mapped the domains in caspase-8 that mediate its interaction in active site and showed, using specific antibodies directed against either CC1 or CC2, that caspase-8 interacted with CC1 but not CC2 when overexpressed independently (Fig. 5D).

**Caspase-8 becomes processed and progressively retrogradely associated with dynactin p150Glued during ORN retrograde apoptosis**

To examine whether the interaction between caspase-8 and dynactin p150Glued may contribute to a mechanism-driving retrograde neuronal apoptosis in vivo, we tested the following: (1) whether caspase-8 (either full-length or activated) and the p150Glued dynactin subunit form a complex in ORNs, (2) whether their interaction is altered after NMDA lesion, and (3) whether this interaction may change in a retrograde pattern. At 24, 48, and 96 h after NMDA lesion, both lesioned and unlesioned OB and OE (Fig. 3) were dissected into four segments representing proximal and distal segments of the olfactory nerve in the manner indicated in Figure 6A. In the OE, proximal axons (OE2) were separated from more distal axons (OE1). Similarly, the OB was dissected into rostral and caudal segments (OB1, OB2) containing microdissected NFL and glomerular layers. This allowed us to examine potential biochemical interactions of p150Glued and caspase-8 in enriched synaptic extracts and axons at different levels of the neuraxis at two key times during the initiation and progression of the retrograde apoptotic signal (24–48 h).

Samples were coded, and the immunoprecipitations were performed blind on two experimental sets of mice. Extracts were immunoprecipitated with antibodies against dynactin p150Glued antibodies, and the coimmunoprecipitation of caspase-8 from lesioned and unlesioned sides of the same mice was examined by Western blot analysis using polyclonal antibodies (MF438) directed against caspase-8 large subunit (p17) (Fig. 6B). p150Glued did coimmunoprecipitate with full-length caspase-8 after lesion (on both lesioned and unlesioned sides), but only in lesioned tissue did it form a complex with the activated p17 catalytic subunit (Fig. 6B). In addition, immunoprecipitation with MF438 (which would recognize both activated and full-length caspase-8) demonstrated that caspase-8 was present in both the OE and OB at this same time point in a complex containing both p150Glued and the intermediate chain of dynein (Dynein IC) (Fig. 6C).

Densitometric analysis of Western blots was used to quantify the relative proportion ofdynactin-associated activated caspase-8 p17 subunit that could be coimmunoprecipitated (compared with a standard IP product of dynactin p150Glued) from pooled, microdissected samples of different parts of the olfactory neuraxis (collected as indicated in Fig. 6A). This analysis demonstrated that, as early as 24 h after NMDA, the interaction between activated caspase-8 and dynactin was significantly enhanced fourfold to fivefold in the OB (over unlesioned OB, pooled samples from the same mice) (Fig. 6D), with little difference between lesioned and unlesioned OE samples. By 48 h, however, activated caspase complexed with dynactin was only twofold higher in the OB (compared with unlesioned), and the majority of the dynactin p150Glued-complexed activated caspase-8 p17 subunit was now distributed in a retrograde pattern throughout the olfactory nerve (Fig. 6D). A similar retrograde pattern was observed in coronal sections of the olfactory system at 24 h after NMDA treatment (Fig. 6E), in which active caspase-8 was detected in both ORN termini in the OB and in proximal axon bundles extending only partially into the OE turbinates.

**Figure 3.** Olfactory bulb and epithelial neurons undergo apoptosis after NMDA lesion. A–D, Coronal sections of unilaterally NMDA-lesioned olfactory bulb show TUNEL-positive apoptotic cells restricted to the lesioned side only at 24 h (A, B) and 4 d (C, D) after NMDA infusion. TUNEL-positive neurons in several neuronal layers of the olfactory bulb (periglomerular, mitral, and granule) can be seen on the lesioned side but are relatively absent from the unlesioned side. E–H, Coronal sections of unilaterally NMDA-lesioned bulb at 24 h (E, F) and 4 d (G, H) immunolabeled for NeuN show disruption of neuronal layering in olfactory bulb at 24 h and disappearance of many bulb cells, notably in the mitral layer by 4 d. I–L, TUNEL labeling in the OE (shown on endoturbinate IIb; sample area 2 in Fig. 1B) at 24 h and 4 d after NMDA lesion. Lesion-induced TUNEL-positive ORNs seen at 4 d (K, L) are not seen in the unlesioned side or in sham animals. E, External plexiform; Gl, glomerular; Gr, granule layers; Les, lesioned side; M, mitral/tufted; Unl, unlesioned side.
Focal inhibition of retrograde transport and caspase activation in ORN axon termini inhibits retrograde caspase-8 activation and ORN apoptosis

The preceding results suggested a role for caspase-8 activation and the p150 subunit of dynactin in the retrograde apoptosis of mature ORNs after loss of their target population. To test whether disrupting retrograde transport could inhibit this retrograde apoptotic signaling, we first performed unilateral bulbectomy to generate a maximal retrograde apoptotic response in a tightly defined time window (Cowan et al., 2001) and then combined this with focal inhibition of either microtubule transport or localized caspase activation at axon termini. After bulbectomy, we immediately introduced the microtubule stabilizing agent, Taxol, and a retrograde tracer, Fast Blue (Choi et al., 2002), (in gelfoam) into the cavity created after removal of the olfactory bulb, where it could directly impact microtubule-dynein-dynactin interactions at axotomized ORN axon terminals. In parallel experiments, we injected a specific small-molecule inhibitor (L-826920; Merck Frosst) to block upstream caspase signaling immediately after bulbectomy. Twenty-four hours later, normally the peak of active caspase-8 detection (Fig. 1I), mice were killed and examined for axonal and ORN cell body activation of caspase-8. In control animals (bulbectomy only), retrograde tracer could be detected in axons and cell bodies all the way back to the ORNs of the olfactory epithelium (Fig. 7A,B). In some regions of the OE, tracer extended beyond the ORN population and may reflect the labeling of cells to which ORNs are functionally coupled. In contrast, in Taxol-treated animals, tracer was excluded primarily from the ORN cell bodies (Fig. 7C,D), with residual tracer detected in some axons (Fig. 7D). In bulbectomized mice that did not receive Taxol, axonal and ORN soma caspase-8 neoepitope was readily detectable (Fig. 7F) but was significantly less in mice that had received Taxol (Fig. 7G), where ORN cell bodies were not positive for Fast Blue (Fig. 7C,D). Activation of caspase-8 was demonstrated by two independent methods, by the presence of neoepitope, and also by an in situ reaction, in which caspase-8 was first immunocaptured from OE extracts from different treatment groups and IP products were then analyzed for their ability to catalyze the cleavage of caspase-3. When either Taxol or the small molecular caspase inhibitor L-826920 was added to the ORN axon termini, a 6- to 10-fold reduction in the lesion-specific ORN active caspase-8 neoepitope immunoreactivity (ratio, lesioned:unlesioned) was found 24 h after bulbectomy (Fig. 7K). Similarly, a threefold to fourfold reduction in activated, immunocaptured caspase-8 in OE extracts was obtained in the caspase-3 cleavage assay, in which Taxol-treated extracts were compared with bulbectomy alone (data not shown). Both L-826920 and Taxol-treated animals demonstrated similar
twofold to threefold decreases in TUNEL-positive cells in the OE (lesioned:unlesioned) (Fig. 7L). Because active caspase-8 was found with comparable frequency in GAP43-positive ORNs in both Taxol-treated and unlesioned animals (Fig. 7J), this decrease in TUNEL positivity is accounted for predominantly by the OMP-positive mature ORN population. These results indicate that active caspase-8 at the lesion site needs to engage with dynactin and axon-based retrograde motors for the maximal propagation of the retrograde pro-apoptotic program in ORNs.

The low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor, p75, contributes to the initiation of synaptic apoptotic signaling in ORNs

The previous data suggest that there is an initiating signal at the presynaptic terminal of ORNs that can stimulate apoptosis at the
Figure 5. Interaction of caspase-8 and dynactin p150Glued is mediated by the dynactin CC1 domain. A, Dynactin p150Glued contains a pDED within its first coiled-coil domain (CC1), which could form the basis for an interaction with the DEDs of procaspase-8. The first and last amino acids of the pDED are indicated on the left and right of the sequence, whereas the region corresponding to the fifth helix (α5) of the pDED containing the critical lysine (K) residue that differentiates a pDED from a classical DED, which would have a hydrophobic residue at the equivalent position, is underlined. B, Transfected, mutated (Cys-Ala in catalytic domain) flag-tagged procaspase-8 (ProC8) (C-A) was immunoprecipitated and found to be complexed with endogenous dynactin p150Glued from extracts of HEK293T cells (lane 2). The flag-tagged procaspase-8 (C-A):dynactin p150Glued interaction was reduced (arrow) by co-overexpression of the dynactin CC1 domain but not the CC2 domain (lanes 3, 4, B, beads alone control). Western blots confirm expression of flag-tagged caspase-8 in whole-cell extracts (WCE) of HEK293 cells. C, An anti-dynactin mAb immunoprecipitated cold (unlabeled) in vitro translated dynactin p150Glued with [35S]-labeled in vitro translated procaspase-8 (ProC8) (Mock, mock caspase-8; B, beads alone control). D, Flag-tagged procaspase-8 (ProC8) (C-A) will coimmunoprecipitate with the dynactin CC1 domain but not the CC2 domain in HEK293T cells. E, Binding of dynactin p150Glued (p150) or the CC1 domain to caspase-8 did not require the prodomain. Immunoprecipitation of flag-tagged caspase-8 lacking its prodomain (caspase-8 Δprodomain) coimmunoprecipitated both full-length dynactin p150Glued or CC1 but not CC2 in overexpressing HEK293T cell extracts.

Discussion

ORNs undergo apoptosis after bulbectomy by upregulating procaspase-3 and procaspase-9 and then inducing their activation retrogradely from ORN axons to soma (Cowan et al., 2001).
How caspase-3 can be activated synonymously to produce injury-induced retrograde ORN apoptosis (Cowan et al., 2001), yet developmentally stimulate localized synaptic remodeling without concurrent apoptosis (Mattson and Duan, 1999; Yan et al., 2001), is not understood. Here, we show that caspase-8, once activated, can undergo retrograde transport and stimulate ORN apoptosis by complexing directly with the DED domain of Dynactin p150\textsuperscript{Glued}. Despite widespread activation of synaptic caspase-8 after NMDA-induced loss of target neurons, however, only a vulnerable subset of mature ORNs subsequently undergo apoptosis. p75, which is highly localized to olfactory bulb glomeruli, is implicated in the initiation of apoptosis at the ORN synapse, resulting in synaptic caspase-8 activation, followed by retrograde activation of caspase-3 (and caspase-9), as the p17-activated subunit of caspase-8 is transported from presynaptic terminals back down axons. Localized inhibition of initiator caspase activity or microtubule-dependent retrograde transport at the lesioned afferent terminal can inhibit both the retrograde activation of caspase-8 at the ORN soma and subsequent caspase-3-mediated ORN apoptosis. Collectively, these data have led us to propose a model (Fig. 9) whereby ORNs at different developmental and functional stages differentially interpret bulb-derived signals to maintain a balance between apoptosis and survival.

Using an antibody recognizing a neoepitope revealed after activation of caspase-8, we demonstrated retrograde activation of axonal and then ORN soma caspase-8 activation after bullectomy (Fig. 1). The caspase-8 neoepitope was also consistently detected in a subpopulation of immature (GAP43-positive) ORNs in lesioned and unlesioned OE (Fig. 2). This suggests that OE-residing death receptor stimuli (potentially FasL or tumor necrosis factor α) (Farbman et al., 1999; Suzuki and Farbman, 2000) could stimulate caspase-8 activation and developmental apoptosis in immature ORNs using alternative receptor-based pathways from those present at the mature ORN presynaptic terminal.

Infusing NMDA into the olfactory bulb allowed us to examine, first, how target neurons in the bulb respond to excess NMDA (mimicking overstimulation by ORNs) and, second, which apoptosis-stimulating events may occur in ORN terminals after their main synaptic targets are destroyed. Multiple OB neurons died after NMDA infusion (not just those with NMDA receptors), but the OB remained relatively intact macroscopically, including the presence of many ORN axon terminals (Fig. 3). This suggests that olfactory bulb neuronal death and remodeling can occur with excessive stimulation of NMDA receptors, in addition to too little stimulation (Fiske and Brunjes, 2001a,b). Like procaspase-3 and procaspase-9, the stress-induced form of caspase-8 was specifically upregulated in the OE during the initiation of apoptosis induced by OB NMDA (Fig. 4). Activated caspase-8 was detected in ORN presynaptic terminals immediately after NMDA and later in some ORN axons. However, only small subpopulations of TUNEL-positive mature ORNs (20–30% in focal locations within the OE) were detected, peaking at 4 d after NMDA lesion.

Despite mounting evidence linking dysfunction of dynein-regulated cellular transport mechanisms with neurodegeneration (Hayward, 2003), this is the first evidence directly linking synaptic activation of initiator caspases with the molecular motors that power retrograde transport and signaling. By mapping the domains of caspase-8 that preferentially bind dynactin p150\textsuperscript{Glued} (Fig. 5), we have shown that both full-length and activated caspase-8 can complex with dynactin and the intermediate chain of dynein in ORNs, the postsynaptic targets of which have been eradicated, but that activated caspase-8-dynactin is the preferential cargo at the leading edge of a wave of retrograde apoptotic signaling (Fig. 6) (Cowan et al., 2001). By then inhibiting either microtubule transport or caspase-8 cleavage at the axon terminal, we were able to stall retrograde apoptosis in its tracks and reduce both axonal caspase-8 activation (and subsequent caspase-3 activation) and inhibit ORN apoptosis (Fig. 7). The motor complex dynein requires dynactin for optimal retrograde axonal transport during retrograde apoptosis.
Figure 7. Disruption of microtubule transport inhibits retrograde apoptosis induced by bulbectomy. A–J, Coronal sections of the olfactory epithelium at 24 h after unilateral bulbectomy, in which the retrograde tracer Fast Blue was added to the gelfoam at the lesion site in the OB, show accumulation of the tracer in axon bundles in the distal OE (A) and ORN nuclei at points closer to the bulb (B). When the microtubule-stabilizing agent Taxol was added along with the tracer at the time of the bulbectomy, nuclear accumulation of Fast Blue was significantly reduced in ORN cell bodies (C, D). Activation of caspase-8 (∗E–J, red) was readily detected in both apical, more mature neuronal layers of the OE (arrows) expressing OMP (∗E, G, red) and immature neuronal layers (arrows) expressing GAP43 (∗H–J, red), specifically on the lesioned side of bulbectomized animals (E, F, H, I). In Taxol-treated animals, residual caspase-8 activity was also noted in the immature neuronal compartment (G, J, arrowheads). The ratio of caspase-8 neoepitope-positive (∗K) to TUNEL-positive (∗L) cells/200 μm OE, compared with unlesioned contralateral OE (an endoturbinate IIb, sample area 2 in Fig. 1B), was significantly reduced after bulbectomy in mice that received either Taxol (black, to focally inhibit microtubule transport) or a small molecular inhibitor of initiator caspases (gray; L-826920) (to focally inhibit caspase activity) compared with no additional treatment with bulbectomy (white) at the 24 h time point. In K and L, error bars represent SEM (∗p < 0.003). The dashed line indicates basal lamina. aC8, Active caspase-8; C, caudal; Les, lesioned side; R, rostral; Unl, unlesioned side.

Here, p75, the low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor, emerged as a candidate death receptor restricted only to mature glomeruli, yet varying in intensity from one glomerulus to the next (Figs. 8, 9) (Roskams et al., 1996). At the synapse, p75 could differentially respond to either processed or full-length pro-BDNF and/or pro-NGF, which could be synthesized in a variety of bulb target neurons, including periglomerular neurons, which persist after NMDA lesion (Guthrie and Gall, 1991; Carter and Roskams, 2002; Barker, 2004), p75 has already been implicated in glomerular formation or persistence by the appearance of ectopic, disorganized glomeruli in the p75 null mouse (Tisay et al., 2000). Here, we have shown that the absence of p75 reduces ORN synaptic activation of caspase-8 after NMDA lesion and significantly increases the longevity of differentiated ORNs (Fig. 8). Although this strongly suggests a role for p75 in both lesion-induced and normal ORN apoptosis, it is not likely to be the sole determining factor in the synaptic balance between ORN life and death. For example, mature ORNs (which downregulate neuronal NOS after synaptogenesis) could also generate reactive oxygen species in response to nitric oxide released from periglomerular neurons (Fig. 9). The summation of these independent but related proapoptotic events could collectively result in the translocation of activated caspase-8 onto dynactin and the induction of retrograde apoptosis.

Given the widespread loss of bulb neurons, synaptic activation of caspase-8 after NMDA, and a dogma suggesting that ORN survival is dependent on trophic support from the bulb, it was remarkable that several days after lesion, the majority of ORN axons persisted. Collectively, these data lead to a model whereby the glomerular synapse is developmentally dynamic and contains multiple, opposing proapoptotic and prosurvival forces, delicately balancing state-dependent changes in ORN survival signaling. Extracellular stimuli from olfactory bulb neurons in single glomeruli could use a single effector to stimulate highly localized apoptosis in some ORN presynaptic terminals while maintaining survival of others, depending on how well matched their input is with adjacent neurons and glomeruli. Abruptly firing ORNs could thus be distinguished from more stable neighbors and selected for apoptosis, thereby initiating their own replacement and stimulating turnover first in ORNs and then in the OB interneurons that will adapt to new ORN input (summarized in Fig. 9).

So, how does this model help to distinguish the ORNs that die from those that persist? The majority of persistent axons are GAP43/NST positive, with a concomitant reduction in OMP-
positive ORNs, suggesting differential vulnerability to caspase-8 dynactin-mediated retrograde apoptosis as ORNs age (Fig. 9). First, immature ORN terminals could resist induction of retrograde apoptosis, because full-length presynaptic tyrosine receptor kinase B (TrkB) can bind target-derived BDNF and signal retrograde survival, endogenous neuronal nitric oxide synthase can S-nitrosylate (and inhibit) caspase-9 (Roskams et al., 1994, 1996), and postsynaptic extracellular matrix can indirectly inhibit local caspase-3 activation. This, coupled with the sporadic activity essential for synaptogenesis, could maintain immature axons even at a “compromised” target (Yu et al., 2004). Second, OMP-positive ORNs with functional, reinforced synapses are less dependent on target-derived trophic support, can use truncated TrkB to protect from p75 stimulation, and exhibit a greater dependence on afferent odor stimulation (Watt et al., 2004) and support from olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs) of the nerve fiber layer (Woodhall et al., 2001; Lipson et al., 2003). In the absence of proapoptotic signals, persistent OMP-positive axons represent the most stable ORNs able to combine activity and OEC-derived signals to remain and form new targets, similar to many central neurons after injury (Snider et al., 2002). Third, the final subpopulation of ORNs likely represents a malfunctioning (“molecularly senescent”) ORN population, with a higher potential to amplify localized synaptic caspase activation and initiate retrograde apoptosis. This compromised population is revealed in the excitotoxic lesion and likely represents a population primed for turnover. In these vulnerable mature ORNs, if the strong survival drive produced by evoked activity is not matched

---

Figure 8. Lesion-induced activation of caspase-8 and ORN turnover are significantly reduced in p75 (NGFR) null mice. Using immunofluorescence, p75 low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor (green) marks ORN axon termini in the glomeruli of the olfactory bulb of wt mice (A, B) but is not detected in p75 null mice (C). A, p75 immunoreactivity partially overlapped (green) with synaptophysin (red) and was clearly expressed in glomeruli that were distinct from ORN or mitral axon tracts labeled with biotinylated (B; red). Twenty-four hours after NMDA, lesion-specific active caspase-8 could be detected in the glomeruli of wt mice (signal normalized for area) but not p75 null mice (D). E, F, BrdU was readily detected 24 h after IP injection in basal progenitors in the OE of both wild-type (E) and p75 null (F) mice. G, H, Long-term retention of the signal (indicative of ORN longevity and turnover) assessed 14 d after injection in cells throughout progenitor, immature, and mature neuronal layers of the OE in both wild-type (G) and p75 null (H) animals. I, Quantitation of the number of BrdU-labeled cells in the OE within the same sample areas delineated in Figure 1 demonstrated no difference either in the septum (area 3; patterned bars) or in the total counts (solid bars) at 24 h, but retention of BrdU-labeled ORNs was increased in p75 knock-out mice by 14 d after labeling. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; Student’s paired t test. Gl, Glomerular; Les, lesioned side; syn, synaptophysin; Unl, unlesioned side.

---

Figure 9. Opposing prosurvival and proapoptosis pathways in ORNs as they shift in a developmental state. A, Summary indicating the representative frequencies of OE-based ORN populations and the frequency with which ORNs of different stages undergo apoptosis in the OE. Newly generated and molecularly senescent ORNs are the most vulnerable, and immature and mature ORNs stabilized by activity are the most resistant. Markers of populations used in this study (GAP43, OMP) are also indicated. B, Pathways of apoptotic vulnerability at the synapse and how they may inhibit, or lead to, caspase-8 translocation to dynactin. Prosurvival signals are in gray, and proapoptotic signals are in black. Dyn p150, p150Glued, dynactin subunit; ECM, extracellular matrix; JNK, Jun kinase; M/T, mitral/tufted cells; nNOS, neuronal nitric oxide synthase; NO*, nitric oxide; p75, low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor, p75; PG, periglomerular cells; TrkB, kinase active; TrkB−, truncated TrkB.
to stimulation of adjacent axons (Yu et al., 2004), synaptic contacts could become unstable, removing the final barrier to local inhibition of apoptosis.

Our data have now created a link between an activated pro tease capable of stimulating apoptosis, with a key regulatory protein for retrograde axonal transport. In both of the lesions used here, it appears that, once localized, activated caspase becomes coupled to axonal microtubular transport machinery, a summation of mitochondrial and nonmitochondrial caspase signaling initiates degeneration of both the axon and the cell body. These mechanisms may also be relevant in other neuronal populations, in which synaptic caspase activation does occur developmentally but does not usually result in widespread apoptosis (Mattson and Duan, 1999) in lesion-induced neuronal apoptosis or in understanding degenerative vulnerability after transient axonal damage in established neurodegenerative disorders with a significant olfactory component.
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